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From Currently attending

Graphic Designer

My name is

Mesquite, TX Dallas College

Why do you love design and why did you choose it as your major?

What is your creative process? Where do you find inspiration?

What makes the designer role in a media organization so important?

What are your career goals?

Mattheau Faught

I’ve been drawing since I was a toddler and just never stopped. Design is one of many pas-
sions that I use to express my creativity. I went into college not exactly knowing what I wanted 
to major in, I came to design by complete accident when I enrolled in a digital imaging class.  
Ever since then, I pursued the program further, using it as an opportunity to pick up new skills 
and make myself more flexible as an artist and now designer. Ever since then, I’ve become 
increasingly passionate about the field of design and would love to pursue it as a career.

Inspiration is everywhere and exists in everything. I feel like all artists understand this on 
some level. Depending on what project I’m working on, I’ll direct myself to channels of inspira-
tion that’ll best fit what I’m creating. Depending on scale, I can compile from 1 to 50+ exam-
ples for a mood-board. I’ll also begin sketching at this stage before moving into the actual 
production process of my design. Design can be arduous, concepts can be vague and bias 
plays a huge role in how meaningful or impactful you can be. It’s always important to have an 
open mind and be receptive to criticism. Consuming as much art as possible I find 
also develops a healthy visual library to further inspire creatives.

Everyone needs a designer because at the base level, designers work to communicate a 
brand’s identity. There’s always an event that needs a flier, social media pages that need 
banners and graphics, businesses that need logos and much more. Media organizations, 
specifically those like the NY Times, are known for their interesting kinetic layouts for their 
pages. Media organizations focus on disseminating information, and when it comes to opinion 
and editorial content, designers can fill a vital role in conveying ideas and giving a voice 
through imagery. They can work to make the presentation more visually appealing or fill in the 
gaps where a photographer cannot. Design is an important component to the production 
process of papers and magazines.

I don’t want to limit myself to the field of design as I have other interests including animation 
and graphic novel design. After college I’ll be working, preferably full time, for a media compa-
ny or agency while also doing freelance work on the side.  I have a huge love for design but 
there’s a lot of things I still want to learn before I make it my sole career, I want to expand my 
skills in type design, animation, graphic novels and much more.



Mattheau Faught
Graphic Designer & Illustrator

Experience

Software Skills

Education

Graphics Editor at the Etcetera - Dallas College Eastfield Campus - Mesquite, TX 
(9/20-present)

Designer/presenter for international Course - Philanthropy and Anthropology - 
Philanthropy Institute - Mesquite, TX (8/20-10/20)

Volunteer - Biblical Museum of Art - Dallas, TX (10/20-present)

Social Media Manager - The Scott Murray Scholarship Fund, Dallas, TX (3/25/22-present)

Eastfield College
2019-2022
General Education Development Certificate
2017
Connections Academy
2015-2017
Cumulative GPA; 3.9

Adobe Photoshop 2020
Adobe Illustrator 2020
Adobe Indesign 2020
Microsoft O�ce
Microsoft Excel
Prezi
Clip Studio Paint
Blender

Awards

ACP Design of the year - 
Spread/newspaper design
“Black Songs Matter”
(2021)

TIPA Designer of the year
across Two Year Colleges
1st place
2021

TIPA Photo Illustration
“Transition amid change”
1st place
2021

TIPA Illustration
“Craziest COVID conspiracies”
1st place
2021

Email Address

Mfaught1524@yahoo.com

Portfolio

http://bit.ly/MattheauPortfolio

214-208-0278

Phone Number
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June 2, 2022 
 
Re: Best Graphic Designer Recommendation for Mattheau Faught 
 
Dear Selection Committee, 

 

I am writing to recommend Mattheau Faught for the Best Graphic Designer award. His talent, creativity 

and leadership make him an outstanding candidate for designer of year.  As the presentation editor for 

The Etcetera, Matt assumes a wide range of responsibilities devoted to publication production, design 

and presentation. Through his work, Matt excels creatively, often producing thought-provoking and 

visually appealing graphics and art to accompany publication content.  He has an eye for the little details 

and understands that visual design is crucial to storytelling and engaging audiences.   

 

As a member of The Et Cetera staff, Matt assumed the role of presentation editor in which he was 

responsible for all visual, graphic content.  He continuously produced visually compelling content for 

both print and digital publication that exceeded expectations.  Even when a member of the editorial 

staff struggled to convey what type of art they were looking for to support written content, Matt always 

took his time to try and understand what type of art would be best suited for the content, whether it 

was creating anything from an infographic to photo illustration to ad. Matt also has a well-developed 

sense of design technique which can easily be seen in his work.  He knows how to create content that 

not only captures the attention of audiences but compels them to keep reading.  Matt possesses a rare 

combination of a designer’s eye and customer service ear.  He knows how to listen to what people are 

asking for while at the same time bringing a piece of the imaginary to life. 

 

I know Matt is one of the most deserving students who possesses unlimited potential as a graphic 

designer.  

 

Sincerely, 

 

 

 

EJ Vernon 

 
























